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HE CENTRAL MIRACLE asserted by Christians is the Incarnation. They say that God became Man.” With these words,  
C.S. Lewis begins chapter XIV of his book Miracles, titled “The Grand Miracle”.1 He concludes this chapter as follows.

… only a Man who did not need to have been a Man at all unless He had chosen, only one who served in our 
sad regiment as a volunteer, yet also only one who was perfectly a Man, could perform this perfect dying; and 
thus (which way you put it is unimportant) either defeat death or redeem it. He tasted death on behalf of all 
others. He is the representative “Die-er” of the universe: and for that 
very reason the Resurrection and the Life. Or conversely, because He 
truly lives, He truly dies, for that is the very pattern of reality. Because 
the higher can descend into the lower He who from all eternity 
has been incessantly plunging Himself in the blessed death of self-
surrender to the Father can also most fully descend into the horrible 
and (for us) involuntary death of the body. Because Vicariousness is 
the very idiom of the reality He has created, His death can become 

ours. The whole Miracle, far from denying what we already know 
of reality, writes the comment which makes that crabbed text 
plain: or rather, proves itself to be the text on which Nature was 
only the commentary. In science we have been reading only the 
notes to a poem; in Christianity we find the poem itself.

With this our sketch of the Grand Miracle may end. Its credibility 
does not lie in Obviousness. Pessimism, Optimism, Pantheism, 
Materialism, all have this “obvious” attraction. Each is confirmed 
at the first glance by multitudes of facts: later on, each meets 
insuperable obstacles. The doctrine of the Incarnation works into 
our minds quite differently. It digs beneath the surface, works 
through the rest of our knowledge by unexpected channels, 
harmonises best with our deepest apprehensions and our “second 
thoughts,” and in union with these undermines our superficial 
opinions. It has little to say to the man who is still certain that 
everything is going to the dogs, or that everything is getting 
better and better, or that everything is God, or that everything 
is electricity. Its hour comes when these wholesale creeds have 

begun to fail us. Whether the thing really happened is a historical question. But when you turn to history, 
you will not demand for it that kind and degree of evidence which you would rightly demand for something 
intrinsically improbable; only that kind and degree which you demand for something which, if accepted, 
illuminates and orders all other phenomena, explains both our laughter and our logic, our fear of the dead 
and our knowledge that it is somehow good to die, and which at one stroke covers what multitudes of 
separate theories will hardly cover for us if this is rejected.2 

As we meditate on the events of the Nativity this Christmas season, let us be thankful that Jesus was willing to come down 
from heaven, live a perfect life, and sacrifice Himself for us, that we may live forever.

“I am the living bread that came down from heaven. If anyone eats of this bread,
 he will live forever. And the bread that I will give for the life of the world is my flesh.”

JOHN 6:51 (ESV)
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reading only the notes  
to a poem; in Christianity 
we find the poem itself.
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The Poem Itself


